A smart parking enforcement
solution from Axis
Enhance your parking enforcement with automated
detection and audio deterrence.
Respond with speed. Resolve with efficiency
AXIS Parking Violation Detection offers a 24/7 parking
surveillance that automatically sends an alert when a
potential parking violation has been detected. The solution
can reduce traffic congestion and disturbances caused by
unauthorized or illegal parking on city streets and other areas
where parking violations may disrupt the traffic flow. It is
developed for busy streets and on-street parking violations.
When used together with audio deterrence the solution
becomes even more efficient. A live or recorded audio
announcement can be an efficient way to make drivers
aware of their parking violation and have them move the car
without delay.

Reliable, fast detection of parking
violations
Maximum efficiency enabling fast
deterrence and optimal resource
allocation
Affordable and scalable
Combine with automated audio
announcements to improve efficency
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The camera with the analytics
detects a parking violation and
automatically sends an alert to
a VMS or enforcement system.

The operator receives the
alert and notifies the local
parking authority and/or
makes an announcement to
the driver to move the car.

2.
A horn speaker is connected
to the solution and it
generates a pre-recorded or
live message to the driver.

4.
The police or enforcement agent takes action if needed,
for instance by removing the vehicle or issuing a fine to
the driver for deferment to take action.

AXIS Parking Violation Detection offers a solution with high accuracy, shorter response time and cost savings due to advanced
technologies developed by Axis. Axis edge-based applications are scalable and help reduce bandwidth and storage use by sending and
recording only video that is of interest. In addition, AXIS Parking Violation Detection allows easy set up of detection zones. You can
become an expert in no time
Axis technologies that make a difference:
> Forensic WDR - Revealing the details despite light contrasts.
> Zipstream - Saving bandwidth and space without sacrificing valuable information.
> Lightfinder - Capturing color images in low-light conditions.
In what situations can I use the solution?
AXIS Parking Violation Detection is developed for extremely busy streets and challenging environments where parking violations can cause
severe disturbances. This makes it ideal for surveillance anywhere you need fast and precise, round-the-clock video-monitoring, such as:
>
>
>
>
>

Emergency exits (police stations, fire stations, hospitals etc.)
Delivery zones where only authorized vehicles can park
Pick-up/drop-off zones where cars are required to leave within a short period of time
Double parking, parking in bus- or bicycle lanes, handicap spots
High-risk zones (critical infrastructure with danger of explosion such as chemical warehouses, oil & petroleum factories)

Components that can be used in the solution for maximum efficiency

AXIS Parking Violation
Detection analytic is an
intelligent application designed
with machine learning technology,
which optimizes the detection
performance.

Combine with AXIS P14 Series
– compact and outdoor ready
bullet cameras – to zoom in and
visually verify the infringement and
to capture details in almost any light
conditions.

Combine with 2N SIP Mic – a
complete, two-way microphone
console – to remotely address
drivers. The microphone can be
effortlessly configured for live or prerecorded announcements.

Combine with AXIS Camera
Station S22 Appliance Series
to facilitate connection of
all devices, including power and
recording system. It also supports smart
forensic searches for vehicles in the database.

Learn more about solution:
www.axis.com/products/axis-parking-violation-detection

Combine with AXIS C1310
Network Horn Speaker
to enable pre-recorded or
live announcements to the
targeted driver.

Combine with ACS or 3rd
party VMS. Enjoy an optimal
experience on Genetec and
Milestone platforms.

